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Company Overview
IO Setia Ventures Sdn Bhd is a 100% bumiputera owned company specializing in pipeline
rehabilitation and corrosion prevention services to the oil & gas industry in Malaysia since
1996.
IOSV offers proven and reliable products able to cater to current challenges of maintaining
oil and gas facilities. We pride ourselves by not only providing high quality products and
services but also assisting our clients in saving their operating costs.
Among our flagship products and solutions are the iWrap™ for composite wrapping
pipeline repair solution, ProClamp™ for online leak sealing clamp, CorroCap™ and
FlangeShield™ for total flange protection and MGP™ for marine growth prevention.
iWrap™ is a high performance composite overwrap system that can withstand
temperature up to 250°C. These products are manufactured with a stringent quality
control at our manufacturing facilities and renowned for their durability, reliability and
effectiveness.
IOSV is ISO 9001:2015, OHSAS 18001 and ISO 14001 certified company clocking over 2.7
millions man hours with ZERO lost time injury.
IOSV have delivered over hundreds of jobs with aggregate value of RM 500 Million for our
clients comprising the well-known names in the oil and gas sector. Their satisfaction and
support drive us to pursue higher levels of service quality and innovation.
Vision
To be the preferred composite overwrap repair service provider.
Mission
Creating value for our customers through a safe, environmentally sound and innovative
solutions.
Values
 Integrity - We commit to consistent and transparent business practices at all
times.
 Professionalism - We maintain an exemplary and proactive approach towards our
deliverables.
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Company Information
Company Name

IO SETIA VENTURES SDN BHD

Address

No.67, Jalan Tiara Sentral 3,
Nilai Utama Enterprise Park,
71 800 Nilai, Negeri Sembilan ,
MALAYSIA.

Registration Number

383695-M

Paid Up Capital

RM 10 Million

CIDB

G7 (B04, B12, B13, B14, B28, CE01, CE15, CE19, CE20, CE21,
CE38, CE39, M15, M16, M20)

Registered

MOF, PETRONAS, TNB

Company Status

Bumiputera (BP19734366101549582)

Bank

Maybank Islamic, Bank Islam

Telephone Number

06-794 0961 / 06-799 6963

Fax Number

06-799 7963

Website/Email

www.iosv.com.my / sales@iosv.com.my
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Management Team
Ir. MOHD IWAN JEFRY ABDUL MAJID
Managing Director
A Petroleum Engineer with 26 years of extensive hands on experience in Exploration &
Production Services. He holds a Bachelor’s degree in Petroleum Engineering from the
Pennsylvania State University, USA and a Master’s degree in Petroleum Engineering from
Imperial College of London UK. His past tenure in PETRONAS Carigali, Talisman, Petroleum
Development Oman (Shell) and Schlumberger took him beyond the Malaysian shores to
other countries in the South East Asian region, Middle East and North Africa. He has
extensive business network within the energy sector, domestically and regionally.

BADRUL HISHAM HARUN
General Manager – Technical
En Badrul Hisham joined IO Setia Ventures Sdn Bhd in November 2009 bringing more than
two decades of experience and knowledge to the dynamic and proactive organization. His
career in the oil & gas industry spans more than a decade both onshore and offshore
sectors. En Badrul Hisham was also involved in the utilities & power generation industry,
chemical process Industry, steel and pulp & paper Industry throughout his career. He holds
a Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering from the University of South Carolina, U.S.A.

MOHD KHAIRUDIN B. SHUHOD
Production Manager
Mohd Khairudin holds a Bachelor Degree in Technology Management (Hons) from Open
University Malaysia. With about 21 years of experience in the manufacturing Industry, he
has accumulated a wide range of expertise and knowledge in several fields related to
Industrial Engineering, Manufacturing, Quality Control and Assurance, Warehouse
Management and ISO Certification Procedures. Joining IOSV in 2012, Mohd Khairudin
brings with him a wealth of experience from Japanese Multinational companies like Hitachi
Group and Mabuchi Group.

KHADIJAH ABDULLAH
Finance & Admin Manager
Khadijah Abdullah is a holder of a Bachelor’s Degree in Accounting with 13 years of
extensive experience in the field of accounting and finance. She has served 7 years in the
Banking Industry and 7 years in Oil & Gas subsequently. Currently she’s in the process of
pursuing the ACCA (Association of Chartered Certified Accountants). Her greatest strengths
are her ability to meet all financial reporting deadlines and to ensure the highest levels of
financial integrity in any management report.
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
 iWrap™
iWrap™ is developed for quick in-situ cost
effective repairs for high temperature
application up to 230° C. The product
application is flexible for tight access and
complex shaped piping or pipelines. The
repair system can restore the functionality
of corroded and leaking pipelines whilst
providing protection against further
corrosion attack and can be applied at high
temperature operating pipelines.



ProClamp™
ProClampTM effectively integrating three
attributes of online leak sealing technology:
clamp, sealant and injection tools.
ProClamp™ is designed to contain the leak
point by introducing higher pressure than
leaking system pressure by hydraulic
injection tools to fill the clamp cavity with
ProSeal™ sealant compound.
ProSeal™ sealant compound are capable of
covering leaks within a wide range of
temperatures
and
pressures,
also
compatible with most type of chemicals.
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 CorroCap™
CorroCapTM is proven to be cost effective in
protecting nuts & bolts from corrosion. It has
been installed at numerous Petronas
onshore and offshore facilities in the region.
CorroCap™ is used together with CorroCillin™ and DP-200 which is specially
formulated and blended by IOSV (the
formulation is proprietary to IOSV) for
corrosion prevention and control purposes.
Corro-Cillin™ is a formulation of modified
waxes containing organic corrosion inhibitors
and thixotropic enhancing agents for long
term cavity protection.
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 FlangeShield™
FlangeShield™ system prevents crevice
corrosion problems at flanges. When applied
together with CorroCapTM for the nuts and
bolts, it provides total corrosion protection
for flanges.
FlangeShield™ involves injecting DP-200 to
temporarily fill the void. The material is
heated to lower its viscosity allowing it to
penetrate all the crevices. FlangeShield™
contains UV tracers which under UV light
cause a light blue fluorescence for checking
treatment.



Marine Growth Preventer
Pile Protector™

Pile Protector™ utilizes the power of
current, wave and tide to break down the
marine
colonization
process.
The
continuous rubbing of the rubber rollers
attach with the platform structure pile by
wave and current movement prevents the
formation of microbial slime, the food
source for marine organisms.
The individual components of this product
are made from moulded & extruded high
density polyethylene polymers, antifouling element and also rubber rollers to
prevent marine growth on metal or
concrete surfaces.
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ProDesander
The ProDesander Cyclone solidsseparation package removes sand from
multi-phase well streams applicable for
all gas liquid ratios from 100% liquid to
100% gas. The ProDesander are
engineered
to
ensure
maximum
operating envelope and separation
efficiency.
The risk of production loss can be
eliminated by installing a continuous
sand/solid separation system. This can
be appliednear the source of sand
production i.e. at wellhead or upstream
of production separator vessel.

OUR CLIENTS
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